SOCIETY PROGRESS
OCTOBER 2016 TO SEPTEMBER 2017

(By Hany N. Takla)
EIGHTEENTH ST. SHENOUDA-UCLA COPTIC CONFERENCE
Starting on July 14, 2017, the Society has resumed its annual Conferences of Coptic Studies with the 18th one. This two-day event, held on the campus of the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), continued our tradition of partnership with the UCLA's Near Eastern Languages and Cultures Department (NELC) which began in 1999. Because of the success we had in organizing the 2016 International Congress of Coptic Studies at Claremont, this year's conference had a more international flavor among the presenters. There were 19 presenters representing scholars, students, and Society members from the US, Australia, Egypt and Italy. Among them, four were first-time presenters at our conferences. The majority of the participants were members of academia. They represented 14 different learning institutions and academic organizations. Even after a one-year absence, the conference continued to be the most prominent annual Coptology meeting in the world, with this being the 20th annual Society-sponsored event of this kind since 1997. Through it, academic careers have been launched or promoted as well as both academia and the Coptic Community benefited from their mutual interactions. Organizing and executing such meetings continue to be a challenging though an enjoyable task. Over the years they have proved to be very fruitful in furthering the Society's goal. The overall attendance was about 100 over the two-day duration of the conference. However the average attendance per session was the highest it has been seen so far.

COOPERATION WITH SAINT MARK FOUNDATION (SMF)
The new volume of Christianity and Monasticism in Northern Egypt has been published, containing 26 chapters. They are primarily related to the proceedings of the February 2015, Mar Mena Monastery Symposium, organized by SMF. Dr. Gawdat Gabra and Hany N. Takla are the co-editors. Proceeding on the same path, and during February 2017, SMF had also organized the eighth Symposium on Christianity and Monasticism in Egypt, covering Alexandria, the eastern desert monasteries and the western desert oases. This was held at the new world-class conference center that H.H. Pope Tawadros II has established adjacent to the monastery of St. Bishoy in Wadi al-Natrun. There, I presented a paper on the manuscripts that are dispersed worldwide from the Red Sea monasteries, which a number of them went through private hands over time and were eventually acquired by the Society. A digital copy of most of these manuscripts was donated by the Society to the St. Antony and St. Paul monasteries there. We were also entrusted with obtaining the images and the “permission of publication” for the upcoming book, “St. Mark and the Coptic Heritage”, due to be published
by SMF in Arabic in 2018 commemorating the 50th anniversary for the return of St. Mark’s relics to Egypt from Venice Italy.

COMPUTERS AND COPTIC

a. Coptic Digital Resources (CDL/CML): The Society continued its strides in expanding its digital library of Coptology. This included items from the Society's offprint collection, catalogs of Coptic and Christian Arabic manuscripts, in addition to rare and essential volumes in the field. Over 229 titles of published research material have been added during this year. This brings the total number of titles in the CDL collection to over 5,300 with about 914,000 pages. Moreover, we have digitized an additional two manuscripts from our Microfilm Library (CML). More information on the University of Hamburg collection will be forthcoming. Several of these CDL titles will appear in our Coptic Heritage website (CH) or the shared Library site that we are currently developing. This work can also be made available to scholars and students involved in Coptology and related fields for a nominal fee. Inquiries and requests for other titles not appearing in CH can be mailed or emailed to the Society.

b. Global Access (Internet): Throughout the year, we continued to maintain our solid presence on the internet, which began in late 1995. Our web addresses include stshenouda.org, stshenouda.com, copticmanuscripts.com, sseics.org, and stshenouda.info. We will continue to maintain the site copticcongress2016.org. Inasmuch, we are actively expanding our presence on Facebook to showcase and announce our activities as well as to establish a communication link with those interested in learning and studying different aspects of the Coptic Heritage.

c. Coptic Heritage Site (CH): Subscribers can now have access to all the Society’s previous and current publications: St. Shenouda Coptic Newsletter, Bulletin of the St. Shenouda Coptic Society, St. Shenouda Coptic Quarterly, and Coptica. Other available resources include a lectionary, Bohairic-English, of the Days Commemorations in the Coptic Church; contents of the Coptic New Testament CD in Bohairic, Sahidic, Lycopolitan, Mesokemic, Greek, and English; and the 56 items from our manuscript collection. More items will be added from the vast resources of our CDL collection. More details and subscription information are currently available at the following address: http://demo.stshenouda.info/tc.htm.

d. Conversion of the Computerized Coptic Texts: Since the late 1980's the Society has been computerizing published and unpublished Coptic texts. The last version of these texts was kept in the old PC true type font format of a specific font that the Society owned the rights for. Now with
the advent of the Unicode age, where each letter of each language has its own unique character code, it was time to convert. Using an in-house conversion macro, 160 files of Biblical texts and 22 files of hagiographic, literary, and canon law texts were converted. This includes Biblical texts of multiple dialects in parallel. The next step will be to develop and implement a standard diacritical signs to facilitate the proper understanding of these original texts.

THE CENTER LIBRARIES

During the past year the print holdings of our multiple libraries, which include books, periodicals, and offprints, have expanded to about 14,700 items of material in the different branches of Coptology as well as Egyptology, Semitic Studies, and Middle Eastern Studies. Some of the notable additions, including several titles by our members, are as follows:


g. **Coptic Hagiography:** Cannellas, J.N. & Virgulin, S. (eds). *Enciclopedia dei Santi. le Chiese Orientali. 2 Vol.* (1998); Mikhail, M.S.A. *The Legacy of Demetrius of Alexandria 189-232 CE. Form and Function of Hagiography in Late Antique and Islamic Egypt* (2017); Moawad, S. *Die Arabische Version der Vita Dioscori PO 56.1 No. 246* (2016)


n. **Coptic Manuscript Collection:** Ms.220 *Sermons of Bp. Yusab of Girga* (Ar, AM 1573, 200f); Ms.221 *Psalmodia Kiahk* (Boh&Ar, 18-19 cent, 244f); Ms. 222 *Office of Matrimony* (Boh-Ar, AM 1590, 72f), Ms.223 *Private Horologion* (Ar, AD 1928, 109f), Ms.224 *Priest Prayers and Notes* (Ar, AD 1930-1942, 216f), Ms.225 Misc. Inc. Ms (Ar, 48f); Ms.226 *Writings of Butrus al-Sadmanti & Misc texts* (Ar, 19th Cent, 241f); Ms.227 *Liturgy of St. Cyril* (Boh-Ar, 112f); Ms.228 *Office of Baptism* (Boh-Ar, 83f); Ms.229 *Legal Text* (Ar, 1f); Ms.230 *Office of Matrimony, Inc.* (Boh & Ar, 33f); Ms.231 *Psalmodia Kiahk and Diaconal* (Boh-Ar, late 18th Cent., 324f); Ms.232 *Directory of the Synaxarium* (Ar, 55f).


p. **John B. Callender Memorial Library:** This special Library Egyptology, Greco-Roman, and Nubiology library continued to grow. It now holds more than 1,530 titles including periodicals. We hope to post a list of the contents soon on library.stshenouda.org site.

**ACADEMIC EFFORTS @ CGU**

The Society has once more successfully achieved its fundraising goal of $26,000 to fund the Clinical Professorship in Coptic Studies for the 2016-2017 Academic year. Dr. Gawdat Gabra, the designated Clinical Professor of Coptic Studies, has continued teaching multiple classes and advising numerous graduate students in the School of Arts and Humanities at CGU. For more details about the activities of the Coptic Council at CGU, visit its website http://cgu.edu/pages/5446.asp. The Coptic Council is the representative of the Society at CGU.

Through his guidance and inspiration, Coptic Studies is continuing to prosper and move forward at CGU. The fruit of such labor is continually produced at an impressive rate. Students are currently at different stages of their dissertation work: Mary Ghattas (Towards a History of Eastern Christianity: the Oriental Orthodox Communion in Egypt, 1805-Present), Tamara Siuda (Coptic Hagiography), Lincoln Hale (Coptic New Testament), Elvèus Eden (Genesis, Chap. 1-2), and Botros Sidrak (Patristics). Other students are either finished with their MA thesis or are on course to complete their MA program. The introduction of the “Coptic Studies’ Track” at this prestigious School has also proved to be an
invaluable leaping step in promoting Coptology in general and at CGU in particular.

A more visible aspect of the cooperation between the Society and CGU this past year was the participation of former and current PhD students at the 18th Annual St. Shenouda-UCLA Conference last July.

The Claremont Coptic Encyclopedia (CCE) continues to add updated and new entries to this monumental work in Coptic Studies. Several of these entries include high-resolution color images for the first time. This work is accessible 24/7 worldwide for free at: http://www.cgu.edu/cce. Furthermore a new Assistant Managing Editor, Mr. Botros Sidrak, was added to the existing staff of Dr. Patricia A. Eshagh and Ms. Mary Ghattas. Ms. Tamara Siuda is also helping in the review process of new entries. Finally we would like to thank Dr. Donald Westbrook for all his contributions to the work of the CCE since its inception, and wish him a successful academic career in Florida.

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AT THE CENTER

a. ACTS: As part of the 2017 Summer Session of the St. Athanasius and St. Cyril Theological School, an online class was offered from the St. Shenouda Center. 20 students from across the US and Canada enrolled in the class for Bohairic Coptic. Hany N. Takla was the substitute instructor as the original lecturer was not available during the summer period. This intensive course was taught with an emphasis on comprehending the Coptic Bible, which is the main ingredient of all liturgical services and patristic writings in the Coptic Church.

b. Visits: The Society conducted multiple individual and group private showings of its collections during the year. The list includes members of the community, professors, and graduate students working on Coptology topics. Most notably was a special showing of the evolving “Bible in Egypt Exhibit” at our Cultural Museum for the attendees of the 18th St. Shenouda Conference, and special tour of the Center collections by Prof. Dr. Sherin el-Gindi from Cairo and a later visit by Prof. Patrick Mason, Dean of the School of Arts and Humanities (SAH) at CGU with Ms. Aleta Wenger, the Director of Development for SAH. Also Prof. Lillian Larsen of the University of Redlands has spent numerous hours continuing her research at the Coptic Library on the subject of Coptic education in the monasteries.

PUBLICATIONS

Coptica: Volume 15 was published and distributed to members and subscribers. The editor is Prof. Maged S. A. Mikhail, Professor in the History Department at the California State University, Fullerton. Volume 16 is currently in the preparation stage.